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TOPIC: A Guide to Successfully Convert Severely Distressed Paved 
Roads to Unpaved Roads:  Literature Search 
IdeaScale 82 
 
July 6, 2017 
 

Prepared for: Mitch Bartelt 

Prepared by: Sheila Hatchell 

Resources searched: TRID, RIP, Library Catalog, Internet, ASCE Database 

Summary: Much of the information that turned up during my searching was various articles about states 
turning paved roads into unpaved/gravel roads due to lack of funds to maintain the paved roads.  Many articles 
were presentations or inferences of NCHRP Synthesis 485.  I could locate no guide or manual specifically 
about answering the criteria this study would like to pursue. 
 
 

Most Relevant Results 
 
Converting Paved Roads to Unpaved 
NCHRP Synthesis 485 
Publication Date:  2016 
 
Abstract: 
The practice of converting paved roads to unpaved is relatively widespread; this study identified recent road 
conversion projects in 27 states. These are primarily rural, low-volume roads that were paved when asphalt 
and construction prices were low. Those asphalt roads have now aged well beyond their design service life, 
are rapidly deteriorating, and are both difficult and expensive to maintain. Instead, many local road agencies 
are converting these deteriorated paved roads to unpaved as a more sustainable solution. Key findings from 
this study include: Local road agencies have experienced positive outcomes by converting roads. Many local 
road agencies reported cost savings after converting, compared with the costs of continuing maintenance of 
the deteriorating paved road, or repaving. One key to successful conversion is early involvement of the public 
in the planning process. Other techniques that can be used to improve the overall results of a project include 
treating or stabilizing granular surfaces to control dust, limiting the rate of aggregate loss, and reducing motor 
grader/blade maintenance frequency. Stabilization procedures can also improve safety, increase public 
acceptance, and reduce life-cycle costs and environmental impacts after a conversion has taken place. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                

http://www.montana.edu/ltap/resources/publications/nchrp_syn_485.pdf
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Decision Tree for Unpaving Roads 
Authors:  CTC & Associates for MnDOT; Transportation Research Synthesis 
Publication Date:  May 2010 
 
 
 
Converting Paved Roads to Unpaved 
Author: Ken Skorseth, South Dakota LTAP Special Projects Manager 
Presentation Date:  September 13, 2016 
 
Summary:  
This presentation is based on a summary of NCHRP Synthesis Project 485 completed in April, 2016. It 
summarizes SD’s implementation of NCHRP Synthesis 485. 
 
 
 

Less Relevant Results 
 
HDM-4 Road Deterioration of Bituminous Pavements 
Authors:  Highway Development & Management, World Bank 
Undated.  Powerpoint presentation. 
 
 
 
Dirt Roads Help Some Cities, Counties Drive Down Costs 
Author: Sarah Breitenbach 
Publisher:  January 17, 2017:  The Pew Charitable Trusts / Research & Analysis / Stateline  
 
No Abstract available. 
 
 
 
Appendix D: When to Pave a Gravel Road 
Author: Kentucky Transportation Center, University of Kentucky at Lexington, KY 
Undated. 
 
No Abstract available. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

http://www.dot.state.mn.us/research/TRS/2010/TRS1007.pdf
http://www.dot.state.mn.us/research/TRS/2010/TRS1007.pdf
http://sdcountycommissioners.org/wp-content/uploads/2016/09/Converting-Paved-Roads-to-Unpaved-2016-NCHRP-Project-SDLTAP.pdf
http://siteresources.worldbank.org/INTROADSHIGHWAYS/Resources/338993-1115667319236/1095944-1229373148786/05HDM-4DeteriorationBituminousRoads2008-10-22.ppt
http://www.pewtrusts.org/en/research-and-analysis/blogs/stateline/2017/01/17/dirt-roads-help-some-cities-counties-drive-down-costs
http://www.oldrdsoc.org/WhenToPave.pdf
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